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A major determinant of the quality of software systems is the quality of their requirements, which should be both understandable and precise. Most requirements are written in natural language, good for understandability but lacking in precision.

To make requirements precise, researchers have for years advocated the use of mathematics-based notations and methods, known as "formal". Many exist, differing in their style, scope and applicability. The present survey discusses some of the main formal approaches and compares them to informal methods.

The analysis uses a set of 9 complementary criteria, such as level of abstraction, tool availability, traceability support. It classifies the approaches into five categories based on their principal style for specifying requirements: natural-language, semi-formal, automata/graph, mathematical, seamless (programming-language-based). It includes examples from all of these categories, altogether 21 different approaches, including for example SysML, Relax, Eiffel, Event-B, Alloy.

The review discusses a number of open questions, including seamlessness, the role of tools and education, and how to make industrial applications benefit more from the contributions of formal approaches.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In a world where software pervades every aspect of our lives, a core issue for the IT industry is how to guarantee the quality of the systems it produces. Software quality is a complex and widely studied topic, but it is not hard to provide a simple definition: quality means that the software does the right things, and does them right. These "things" that a software system does are known as its requirements. Not surprisingly, requirements engineering is a core area of software engineering.

Both goals, doing the right things and doing things right, are dependent on the quality of the requirements: the requirements must define the system so that it will satisfy user needs; and they must make it possible to assess a candidate implementation against this definition, a task
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known as validation (as distinct from verification, which assesses the internal properties of the implementation).

Validation can only be effective if the requirements are precise. Precision in science and technology is typically achieved by using mathematical methods and notations, also known in software engineering as formal methods and notations. This survey examines the state of the art in applying such formal approaches to software requirements, and perspectives for their further development.

Precision is so important that an outsider might assume that all software development starts with a formal description of the requirements. This approach is by far not the standard today; most projects, if they do write requirements, express them informally, either in a natural-language “requirements document” or (in agile methods) through individual “user stories”, also expressed in natural language.

Most approaches, particularly formal ones, focus on requirements per se, not directly connected to design and implementation. We will also encounter seamless approaches which, in contrast, seek to unify the software process by making requirements benefit from concepts, notations and tools that are also applicable to these other tasks.

For length reasons, a few sections with special numbering such as 4.1.A, as well as two appendices, numbered A and B, appear only in the addendum to this article, available online [16].

1.1 Terminology: requirements versus specifications

Previous surveys [40, 41, 48, 67, 121, 133] have covered formal specification. The present one is about formality in requirements. The two concepts are close: both specifications and requirements describe the “what” of a system or system element rather than the “how”. The literature accepts that there is a difference or at least a nuance, although various interpretations of that difference remain (even within a single normative source such as the Software Engineering Body of Knowledge [14]). The general idea is that requirements are closer to the user view and specification to the system view:

- Requirements describe the properties of a system part that are relevant to its users and environment; for example, what functionality a Web browser provides to its users and the constraints on this functionality.
- A specification describes the technical properties of some system part; for example, how the rendering engine of the browser must display any given HTML text.

This definition shows why the distinction cannot be absolute: to produce the requirements of a complex system, one must decompose them repeatedly into sub-requirements of its components. Each iteration of this process becomes more detailed, more technical and hence closer to a specification.

Another distinction is sometimes encountered in discussions of requirements: between “user” and “system” requirements. Defining the distinction precisely is elusive, and it does not seem to bring significant value to discussions of requirements. Correspondingly, this article does not rely on it.

1.2 Terminology: “specification”

Two further observations on terminology will help avoid confusion:

- Aside from its technical software engineering meaning discussed above, “specify” is used in ordinary English to mean “describe”, or “mention”, or just “state”. Such usage is applicable to requirements, as in “the requirements document specifies that this case is an error”. It occurs in the present discussion when there is no risk of confusion with the technical meaning.
Following the standard practice of the requirements literature, this article uses “a requirement” as the description of a particular property of a system and “the requirements” as the collection of every such individual “requirement” for a system. “Requirements” here is not just the plural of “requirement” but a concept on its own, often understood as an abbreviation for “the requirements document”. In this discussion, “requirements” denotes that collective concept. When the emphasis is on one or more specific “requirement” the phrasing will reflect it clearly, as in “requirement #25” or “the following three requirement elements”.

2 RUNNING EXAMPLE

Publications describing a requirements approach generally use specific examples, chosen to highlight its advantages. The present survey instead relies on one example which it expresses in every approach. An objection to this solution is that the example may be more suited to some approaches than to others. It is offset by the obvious benefits: making the discussion easier to read (by requiring the reader to learn only one example) and enabling meaningful comparisons.

An earlier single-example comparison was Wing’s 1988 study of specifications of a library system [132], but it is too simple to reflect the challenges of today’s demanding IT applications. The example of this survey is the Landing Gear System (LGS) for airplanes, a case study [13] that has received wide attention [7, 89, 117]. LGS is a complex, critical system for which the requirements involve diverse stakeholders and many fields of expertise.

Physically, an LGS consists of the landing set, a gear box to store the gear when retracted, and a door attached to the box. The door and gear are independently activated by a digital controller. The controller reacts to a handle’s changes of position by initiating gear extension or retraction. It must align in time the events of changing the handle’s position and sending commands to the door and the gear actuators: doors can be opened and closed and the gear is moving either out (extension) or in (retraction). The following rules, precise although still in natural language, express these properties:

- (R11bis) If the landing gear command handle has been pushed down and stays down, then eventually the gear will be locked down and the doors will be seen closed.
- (R12bis) If the landing gear command handle has been pushed up and stays up, then eventually the gear will be locked retracted and the doors will be seen closed.
- (R21) If the landing gear command handle remains in the down position, then retraction sequence is not observed.
- (R22) If the landing gear command handle remains in the up position, then extension sequence is not observed.

We will see how to express such properties in some of the approaches surveyed.

3 CLASSIFYING APPROACHES TO REQUIREMENTS

This section introduces a classification of approaches into five categories (section 3.1), presents the approaches retained and why they were retained (section 3.2), and lists the assessment criteria (section 3.3).

3.1 The classification

Approaches fall into five categories based on their primary way of representing requirements:

- Natural language approaches primarily express requirements in English or another human language, although (section 4.1) they can restrict expressiveness to a subset of that language.

1The R11 and R12 requirements from [13] are temporal, R11bis and R12bis are the non-temporal alternative.
Semi-formal approaches codify the form of requirements, in effect defining a precise requirements language, which is neither a mathematical notation (as in the next two categories) nor derived from a programming language (as in the last category).

Automata/graphs approaches rely on automata or graph theory. They often come with graphical support, which may allow using them without mastering the underlying mathematics.

Mathematical approaches rely on mathematical formalisms other than those of the previous category. The theoretical basis is generally set theory or universal algebra.

Seamless, programming-language-based approaches integrate requirements closely with other software tasks (such as design and implementation), using a programming language as notation.

3.2 Selection criteria and list of approaches surveyed

Table 1 lists the retained approaches, each with references to the associated publications in the bibliography. When these publications do not give the approach an explicit name, we devised one reflecting the central concept, for example “Requirements Grammar”, and marked it with an asterisk*. Due to space limitations, the discussion of some approaches appears only in an addendum to the paper available online [16]; the corresponding section numbers contain a letter (e.g. 4.1.A).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>References</th>
<th>Section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Requirements Grammar*</td>
<td>Natural language</td>
<td>[111]</td>
<td>4.1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relax</td>
<td></td>
<td>[130]</td>
<td>4.1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stimulus</td>
<td></td>
<td>[59]</td>
<td>4.1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NL to OWL*</td>
<td>Semi-formal</td>
<td>[65]</td>
<td>4.1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NL to OCL*</td>
<td></td>
<td>[45]</td>
<td>4.1.A (addendum)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NL to STD*</td>
<td></td>
<td>[4]</td>
<td>4.1.B (addendum)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reqtify</td>
<td></td>
<td>[118]</td>
<td>4.2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAOS</td>
<td>Semi-formal</td>
<td>[127]</td>
<td>4.2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SysML</td>
<td></td>
<td>[94]</td>
<td>4.2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URN</td>
<td>Automata- or graph-based</td>
<td>[6]</td>
<td>4.2.A (addendum)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statecharts</td>
<td></td>
<td>[47]</td>
<td>4.3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem Frames</td>
<td></td>
<td>[58]</td>
<td>4.3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSP/LTSA</td>
<td>Mathematical notation</td>
<td>[69]</td>
<td>4.3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petri Nets</td>
<td></td>
<td>[99]</td>
<td>4.3.A (addendum)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event-B</td>
<td></td>
<td>[1]</td>
<td>4.4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alloy</td>
<td></td>
<td>[57]</td>
<td>4.4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORM-L</td>
<td></td>
<td>[91]</td>
<td>4.4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VDM</td>
<td></td>
<td>[12]</td>
<td>4.4.A (addendum)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tabular Relations</td>
<td></td>
<td>[98]</td>
<td>4.4.B (addendum)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multirequirements</td>
<td>Seamless, PL based</td>
<td>[75]</td>
<td>4.5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOOR</td>
<td></td>
<td>[87]</td>
<td>4.5.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Requirements approaches surveyed.

Requirements engineering is rich with methods and tools. Any survey must involve a choice and, inevitably, some subjectivity. The approaches retained meet one or more of the following criteria:
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- Widely used (as in the case of commercially available tools such as Reqtify).
- Widely publicized.
- Influential.
- Possessing, in the authors’ view, other distinctive characteristics that warrant discussion.

Note that some of the authors have (separately) been involved in three of the methods reviewed: Relax (4.1.2), multirequirements (4.5.1), and seamless requirements (4.5.2).

Among the inevitable omissions are historical contributions whose concepts reappear in some of the included approaches, particularly Z [2] and Hoare logic [50], which influenced Event-B (4.4.1), Alloy (4.4.2) and Design by Contract (4.5). Some major techniques of specification and verification that do not fall into the category of requirements approaches include the TLA+ method and tool [61] and many developments around the SPIN/Promela model-checking environment [113].

3.3 Criteria for assessing approaches

The matter of assessing the quality of requirements has received significant attention, not only in the research literature [29, 109] but also in industry standards, from the venerable IEEE 830-1993 [53] to the more recent ISO/IEC/IEEE 29148-2011 [54]. They list such criteria as traceability, verifiability, consistency, justifiability and completeness. For the present discussion, we need to assess (one notch higher in abstraction) the quality of requirements approaches. The assessment uses nine criteria.

Criterion 1, System vs. Environment (also called “Scope” for short), refers to the classic Jackson-Zave distinction [137] between two complementary parts of requirements: the environment (or “domain”) in which the system operates, including constraints it imposes, such as “no car will travel faster than 250 km/hour” or “any bank transfer above EUR 10,000 must be reported”; and the system (or “machine”) which the project will build. Does the approach cover both, or only the system part?

Criterion 2, Audience (also appearing in the assessment sections as “Prerequisites”), addresses the level of expertise expected of people who will use the requirements. Do they need, for example, to be trained in formal methods? Or are the requirements suitable for any stakeholder?

Criterion 3, Level of Abstraction (abbreviated as “Abstraction”), addresses the level of detail (of properties of the system under description) which the requirements may or must cover.

Criterion 4, Associated method (“Method”), assesses whether the approach includes a comprehensive methodology to guide the requirements process — as opposed to method-neutral approaches, which provide requirements support but adapt to their users’ preferred methods.

Criterion 5, Traceability support (“Traceability”), assesses how the approach handles one of the most important issues associated with requirements: keeping track of one- or two-way relations between requirement elements and their counterparts in design, code and other project artifacts. The IEEE standards emphasize the role of traceability as one of the key factors of requirements quality.

Criterion 6, Non-functional requirements support (“Coverage”), addresses whether the approach covers only the description of functional properties of the system (functions and environment constraints) or extends to non-functional properties such as performance and security.

Criterion 7, Semantic definition (“Semantics”), assesses whether there exists a precise (if possible, formal) definition of the approach.

Criterion 8, Tool Support (“Tools”), covers the availability of tools to support the approach.

Criterion 9, Verifiability, assesses whether an approach supports the possibility of formally verifying properties of the requirements. For approaches that provide such facilities, “formal verification” (taken also to include validation, see section 1) typically means mathematical proofs,
preferably supported by tools since manual verification is not sufficient for large and complex systems.

3.4 Why these criteria?
Since the listed criteria play an important role in the review, it is legitimate to ask what justifies their choice. No such list can contend to be the only possible one. Setting aside, however, any unconscious role the authors’ (diverse) experience may have played, the list results from an empirical analysis of the literature and discussions with requirements engineers. Since part of the audience for this article consists of managers and engineers in search of suitable requirements approaches, the focus is on requirements that will help them. Particularly important are properties of requirements approaches that, if misunderstood at the outset, could lead requirements authors to make the wrong choice and the project to bear the consequences. Helping the reader avoid such mistakes has been the primary guide for choosing the criteria. We may illustrate this general rule for the first few criteria:

- **Audience**: a requirements method may be excellent on its own but not adapted to the people who will use it. For example, it may require the use of technical software concepts whereas the principal stakeholders are non-software professionals who will not understand them. Conversely, it may be not technical enough for an audience of savvy software professionals (for example in a mission-critical embedded system) who will resent what they see as informality and vagueness. Either of these mistakes can jeopardize the requirements and the project. To avoid such “casting errors”, it is important to state each approach’s intended audience.

- **Abstraction**: Different contexts require different levels of abstraction. Some approaches are more abstract, others closer to implementation concepts. Here too a misunderstanding can lead to a wrong choice with damaging consequences for a project.

- **Method**: Another key question, critical to any project’s choice, is whether an approach just provides a notation and possibly tools, without prescribing any particular requirements method, or imposes a specific process. Some projects will benefit from a comprehensive method that guides them throughout; others want to preserve their freedom to retain any method that the organization already uses for its developments.

These observations only cover three criteria, but similar justifications support the other six (tools, traceability, coverage, scope, verification, semantics). Each criterion influences the choice of approach so fundamentally, and mistakes can cause such damage, that it is essential to state how each method fares with respect to each of them. Hence the systematic assessments along these nine dimensions.

4 REVIEW OF SELECTED APPROACHES
We now explore the approaches in the order of the five categories of the previous section, illustrating them through the example introduced in section 2 and evaluating them by the criteria of section 3.3.

4.1 Natural language
Natural language is, as noted, the dominant form of requirements for projects in industry [60, 78]. A number of requirements approaches consequently start from natural language statements of requirements (sometimes processing them automatically [3, 33]). Zhao et al. report on the state of the art in this field in their mapping study [138]. Using natural language faces a fundamental challenge: software construction needs a high degree of precision, but natural language is notoriously imprecise. ([72] provides a detailed analysis of the problems of using natural language for requirements.)
Significant effort has been devoted to processing natural-language requirements automatically, with the purpose of detecting inconsistencies and, more generally, improving quality. Examples of such work include [77], from 1996, and, more recently, [9, 112].

Since natural-language processing raises challenges at the frontier of artificial intelligence research, some approaches bypass the difficulty by using a constrained form of natural language, ensuring some degree of precision without going as far as the semi-formal and formal approaches studied next. Examples include Requirements Grammar (section 4.1.1), Relax (4.1.2) and Stimulus (4.1.3).

Other approaches go the full way of Natural Language Processing (NLP) to extract precise information and in particular to detect inconsistencies. They include Natural Language to Web Ontology Language (NL to OWL, section 4.1.4), Natural Language to Object Constraint Language (NL to OCL, 4.1.A) and Natural Language to State Transition Diagram (NL to STD, 4.1.B).

4.1.1 Requirements Grammar. Requirements Grammar approaches define a structured subset of natural language. This is the case for EARS [71] and for the simpler approach of Scott and Cook [111], which defines a context-free requirements language. Requirements elicitation is expected to produce requirements in this language, avoiding inconsistencies. As with a programming language, the overall structure involves fixed keywords, borrowed here from English, such as if and shall, but they can be combined with free-form elements with no predefined meaning, as in

if the gear is locked down, the doors shall be closed

Fig. 1 shows a representation of requirement R11bis (If the landing gear command handle has been pushed DOWN and stays DOWN, then eventually the gear will be locked down and the doors will be seen closed.) in this approach. The boxes show the hierarchical structure.

The grammar is not able to express this requirement as stated in section 2: each requirement can only involve one Independent Clause, with a single Subject of interest. In the given requirement, there are two subjects (the gear and the doors). A solution is to split this requirement into two:

• If the landing gear command handle has been pushed DOWN and stays DOWN, then eventually the gear will be locked down.
• If the gear is locked down, then eventually the doors will be seen closed.

The structure of the specification is the following, with keywords in boldface:

Requirement: a sentence corresponding to a requirement.
Independent Clause: the mandatory part of the requirement, describing the need.
Subject: the subject of interest of the requirement.
shall: a keyword.
Verb: the action of the requirement.
Adjective or Noun Phrase: depending of the verb, a complement for the verb.
Temporal Conditional Clause: an optional constraint on the requirement.
If: a keyword.
Noun Phrase: the subject of the constraint.
Verb, adjective: as above.

Assessing Requirements Grammar according to the criteria of section 3.3:

- **Scope**: the approach can cover both system and environment aspects.
- **Audience**: since the notation, while constrained, uses a subset of natural language, requirements are readable by any stakeholder, including those who are not aware of the constraints and will only see a natural-language description, possibly looking a bit contrived.
- **Abstraction**: this approach is for requirements only, not influenced by implementation concerns.
- **Method**: the approach does not imply a particular requirements engineering method.
- **Traceability**: the approach focuses on requirements, independently of other steps and products (design, implementation), so it offers no specific support for traceability.
- **Coverage**: given that the approach expresses requirements in a very abstract form, it can include both functional and non-functional requirements.
- **Semantics**: the syntax of specifications is defined precisely (through the concept of context-free Requirements Grammar) but there is no corresponding rigorous definition of the semantics.
- **Tools**: the authors proposed a tool, Badger (which seems no longer to be available), to express requirements and analyze their lexical clauses.
- **Verifiability**: limited to consistency (the lexical clauses are analyzed to detect if all requirements follow the pattern).

### 4.1.2 Relax

Relax [130] is a language for formal modeling of requirements for Complex Adaptive Systems (CAS). The Relax syntax is close to natural language. Fig. 2 shows requirements R11bis, R12bis, R21 and R22 expressed in it.

**R11bis**: The gear SHALL be locked down and the doors SHALL be closed AS EARLY AS POSSIBLE AFTER the landing gear command handle has been pushed down.

**R12bis**: The gear SHALL be locked retracted and the doors SHALL be closed AS EARLY AS POSSIBLE AFTER the landing gear command handle has been pushed up.

**R21**: The retraction sequence SHALL not be observed AS EARLY AS POSSIBLE AFTER the command handle remains in down position.

**R22**: The extension sequence SHALL not be observed AS EARLY AS POSSIBLE AFTER the command handle remains in up position.

Fig. 2. Representation of Landing Gear System requirements expressed with Relax

Keywords such as AS EARLY AS POSSIBLE or AFTER express temporality of events. They are semantically defined through FBTTL (fuzzy branching temporal logic [83]), making it possible to submit the requirements to validation tools. For example, a more formal representation of R11bis is:

**R11bis**: SHALL(AFTER(‘the landing gear command handle has been pushed up’) AS EARLY AS POSSIBLE (‘the gear is locked up and the doors is closed’))

and is translated into FBTTL, per the translation rules in [130], as:

\[
AG(A_X > (\text{landing\_gear\_command}=\text{down})_d) \land A_X \geq d((\text{gear} = \text{locked\_down} \land \text{doors} = \text{closed}))
\]
expressing that in any state after the event 'landing gear command has been pushed down' (where \(\text{landing\_gear\_command = down}\)) is the time since that event), 'gear is locked down and doors are closed' becomes true in a near-future state, after a fuzzy duration \(d_1\).

Relax expresses environment properties directly through the keyword ENV, defines “monitors” through MON, and states relationships between them through REL.

An original feature of Relax, explaining the name, is the ability to mark some requirements as critical, and to relax a non-critical requirement if necessary to preserve critical ones.

Assessing Relax according to the criteria of section 3.3:

- **Scope**: the approach explicitly covers system and environment aspects.
- **Audience**: the notation uses natural language expressions, making readable by any stakeholder.
- **Abstraction**: this approach is for requirements only, not influenced by implementation concerns.
- **Method**: the approach does not assume a particular requirements engineering method.
- **Traceability**: Relax focuses on requirements, independently of other steps and products (design, implementation), so it offers no specific support for traceability. Nevertheless, the language provides a way to express relationships between requirements (through the keyword DEP).
- **Coverage**: targeting adaptive systems, Relax mainly addresses functional requirements.
- **Semantics**: on the basis of a precisely defined syntax for specifications, the semantics is defined through FBTL (fuzzy branching temporal logic).
- **Tools**: only prototypes such as the Xtext editor [32] have been developed around Relax.
- **Verifiability**: is linked to FBTL capabilities.

4.1.3 *Stimulus*. The Argosim Stimulus [115] tool expresses requirements in a natural-language-like syntax [59], similar to Relax. It is directed at stakeholders involved in system development.

Fig. 3 shows an initial attempt at expressing requirements R11bis and R12bis. It applies to a more complete version of the LGS example, taking into account timing properties from the original LGS paper not included above: a 15-second duration for retraction and for the extension sequence.

```
[ LS_RQ_001 ] When LG_cmd is 'DOWN', Do
|    | gears_extended shall be true and doors_closed shall be true once within 15 [second] afterwards
|    | gears_extended shall be true
|    | doors_closed shall be true

[ LS_RQ_002 ] When LG_cmd is 'UP', Do
|    | gears_retracted shall be true and doors_closed shall be true once within 15 [second] afterwards
|    | gears_retracted shall be true
|    | doors_closed shall be true
```

Fig. 3. A possible expression of requirements R11bis and R12bis in Stimulus

The idea is that after writing such an initial version one may, by simulating inputs and observing outputs, detect problems and improve the description. For example, Stimulus defines the semantic of *When* as “at the time the condition holds”. Then R11bis as defined in Fig. 3 (LS_RQ_001) uses both a *When* and a *Do ... afterwards*. This means that after the handle has been pushed down, within 15 seconds the doors shall be closed and the gear down, remaining so until a new event. Without the *Do ... afterwards* clause, the *When* would mean that when the handle is down, within 15 seconds...
the doors shall be closed and the gear down, leaving the behavior undefined afterwards. Such wrong behavior can be detected through the Stimulus model-checker, which simulates the system behavior by varying inputs. Users can observe the system’s reaction and correct the requirements as needed. Stimulus favors such a process of incremental improvement of the requirements.

Assessing Stimulus according to the criteria of section 3.3:

- **Scope**: the approach explicitly covers both system and environment aspects.
- **Audience**: the language is close to natural language, making it accessible to any stakeholder.
- **Abstraction**: this approach is for requirements only, not influenced by implementation concerns.
- **Method**: Stimulus does not assume a particular requirements engineering method.
- **Traceability**: the approach focuses on requirements, independently of other steps and products (design, implementation), so it offers no specific support for traceability.
- **Coverage**: the approach covers only functional requirements.
- **Semantics**: the language is inspired by Lucid Synchrone [23] and Lutin [104], defined in the literature with precise semantics.
- **Tools**: Stimulus is the name of both the language and the tool supporting it.
- **Verifiability**: can use model-checking to simulate a system’s reaction to various inputs.

### 4.1.4 NL to OWL

The approach of [65] translates natural-language requirements into an intermediate requirements modeling language that can be easily formalized in OWL [10].

Requirement R11bis of the LGS (If the landing gear command handle has been pushed down and stays down, then eventually the gear will be locked down and the doors will be seen closed) yields two functional goals:

\[
\text{FG11-1} := \text{lock\_down} <\text{object: \{the gear\}}> :< <\text{trigger: push\_down} <\text{object: \{landing gear command handle\}}> > \\
\text{FG11-2} := \text{close} <\text{object: \{the doors\}}> :< <\text{trigger: FG11-1}> > 
\]

FG11-1 states that the gear should be locked down for a while after the landing gear command handle has been pushed down. FG11-2 states the obligation to close the doors when the gear is locked down, as triggered by the first functional goal. R12bis can be modeled in a similar way.

R21 (When the command line is working, if the landing gear command handle remains in the down position, then retraction sequence is not observed) can be modeled as only one functional goal:

\[
\text{FG5} := \text{extend} <\text{object: \{the gear\}}> :< <\text{trigger: remains\_down} <\text{object: \{landing gear command handle\}> } > 
\]

This functional goal models the need to observe no retraction sequence — and hence extend the landing gear — when the handle remains down. R22 can be modeled in a similar way.

Assessing NL to OWL according to the criteria of section 3.3:

- **Scope**: NL to OWL covers both system and (through domain assumptions) environment.
- **Audience**: NL to OWL is for requirements engineers.
- **Abstraction**: not influenced by implementation, the approach is for requirements only.
- **Method**: NL to OWL guides the process of formalizing natural language requirements.
- **Traceability**: requirements are decomposed into ontologies, sharing the same namespace, which can be used to create links between several requirements.
- **Coverage**: both functional (functional goals) and non-functional (quality goals) properties.
- **Semantics**: the semantics of the approach comes from OWL.
- **Tools**: no tool directly supports the method; there are tools for OWL such as Protégé [102].
- **Verifiability**: NL to OWL provides no support for requirements verification (though OWL has a formal semantic definition).

4.2 Semi-formal

A number of approaches, including both research efforts and industrial products, use partially formalized notations. Some of the most important are Reqtify (section 4.2.1), KAOS (4.2.2) and SysML (section 4.2.3), as well as User Requirements Notation (URN) and Unified Requirements Modeling Language (URML), both presented in the addendum (4.2.A and 4.2.B).

4.2.1 Reqtify. Reqtify [118], from Dassault Systems, is widely used in industry. It is semi-formal in the sense that it requires a partially structured approach to requirements management. Reqtify is often used jointly with Doors [51], even though Doors comes from a different provider, IBM Rational. In both cases the focus is not on producing requirements but on managing them, independently of how they were produced.

Doors is a collaborative tool allowing different stakeholders to work on requirements, typically maintained as spreadsheets, and set priorities according to levels of risks. Reqtify’s focus is on traceability: the tool supports defining relationships between requirements typically expressed in natural language and coming from such tools as Microsoft Word, spreadsheets, or modeling tools.

Since these approaches do not define any specific method or notation for expressing requirements, we cannot demonstrate them on the running case study. In operational practice the requirements would be expressed in some document, e.g. Word or PDF. Reqtify would support defining and managing traceability between their various elements.

Assessing Reqtify according to the criteria of section 3.3:

- **Scope**: Reqtify can be used to specify both system and environment aspects.
- **Audience**: Reqtify is aimed at a large audience of stakeholders, without particular technical prerequisites.
- **Abstraction**: Reqtify focuses on requirements, without any influence from implementation.
- **Method**: no particular method is attached to the approach.
- **Traceability** is the strong point of Reqtify, which offers support for tracing requirements from specification to design and code. For example, Reqtify makes it possible to import requirements expressed in a Microsoft Word document and link them to C code.
- **Coverage**: Reqtify can be used for specifications of functional and non-functional requirements.
- **Semantics**: no formal semantics is associated with the approach.
- **Tools**: Reqtify is a software tool.
- **Verifiability**: Reqtify provides no verification methodology.

4.2.2 KAOS. KAOS [27], like i* [134], is based on the Goal-Oriented Requirements Engineering approach to requirements [127, 128, 135]. The key idea is to base requirements on a higher-level concept, goals. A goal is statement of intent expressed in terms of business needs (such as “turn more sales inquiries into actual sales” for a customer management system). Requirements then express system properties helping to achieve these goals with the help of assumptions and domain properties. Goals can be composite, expressed in terms of simpler goals through tree operators including AND, OR and “+” (denoting a less formal relation, “contributes to”). The general approach is refinement-based: start from high-level goals and decompose them using the operators. A non-composite goal is called a “requisite”. The OR operator makes it possible to include alternative paths.
KAOS uses natural language to express goals and a semi-formal notation for relationships between goals, with concepts such as "milestone" and "conflict", and supports the refinement process.

Goals cover both system and environment properties: if a requisite can be assigned to an agent of the system, it is an "operational goal", describing a system property. Otherwise it is an "expectation", describing an environment property.

The KAOS model of Fig. 4 covers LGS entities including door, gear and handle. Both R11bis and R21 refine the goal "When the handle is down, gear is extended and doors are closed", which is itself part of the refinement of a more global goal defining the whole system’s safety. "Outgoing operation" addresses R11bis and R21 by managing the LGS extension sequence: after the handle has been moved up, doors remain closed and the gear locked down. Some agent, triggered by the event "handle pushed down", will be responsible for this operation.

Assessing KAOS according to the criteria of section 3.3:

- **Scope**: KAOS addresses both system and environment aspects in the refinement process, through the notions of operational goal and expectation.
- **Audience**: KAOS requires modeling experience and some training in the method.
- **Abstraction**: there is no influence from implementation in KAOS. The approach focuses on a concept, goals, which is at an even higher level of abstraction than requirements.
- **Method**: KAOS includes a general methodology for modeling systems, specifying dependencies between requirements, and refining goals.
- **Traceability**: KAOS includes support for linking to specification documents.
- **Coverage**: the approach mostly handles functional requirements but can also include some non-functional ones.
- **Semantics**: in KAOS, behavioral goals can be described in temporal logic or in Event-B [1, 70].
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- **Tools**: Objectiver [106] supports the expression and refinement of user requirements in KAOS.
- **Verifiability**: KAOS/Objectiver has been integrated with model-checking tools (using e.g. LTL).

4.2.3 **SysML**. SYStem Modelling Language [94] is an extension of UML [95] dedicated to systems engineering. SysML provides requirements diagrams, which allow users to express requirements in a textual representation and cover non-functional requirements.

SysML diagrams can express traceability links between different requirements (containment, derive, copy, trace) or between requirements and implementation elements (satisfy, verify, refine) as well as other modeling artifacts (blocks, use cases, activities). As an illustration, Fig. 5 shows the links between the LGS requirements R11bis and R21, elements that satisfy them and the landing gear outgoing sequence requirement, viewed as their parent requirement.

![Fig. 5. Excerpt of the SysML functional requirements diagram of LGS](image)

Assessing SysML according to the criteria of section 3.3:
- **Scope**: SysML focuses on system requirements, particularly for complex systems.
- **Audience**: SysML is a modeling language needing specific knowledge.
- **Abstraction**: the approach is at a high level of abstraction. Its requirement diagrams enable quick requirements analysis and visual design.
- **Method**: SysML, like UML, is a notation, providing no methodology.
- **Traceability**: the approach provides traceability links.
- **Coverage**: SysML covers both functional and non-functional requirements.
- **Semantics**: there is not precise semantic definition of the approach.
- **Tools**: SysML is supported by a number of tools such as IBM Rhapsody [52], Modelio [82], Enterprise Architect [119] and Papyrus [35].
- **Verifiability**: only basic structural verification is possible, based on the links that have been specified (e.g. check that each requirement is supported by at least one modeling element).

4.3 **Graphs and automata**

A number of approaches rely on the mathematical theories of graphs and automata, well known in computer science [80] and supported by convenient graphical representations.
A common application is the modeling of dynamic aspects of a system, particularly behavior and timing. We examine Statecharts (section 4.3.1), Problem Frames (4.3.2), Finite State Processes / Labelled Transition System Analyser (FSP/LTSA, 4.3.3), and Petri nets (4.3.A, in the addendum [16]). Other approaches offering different flavors of the same concepts include UML Activity Diagrams and State Diagrams [92], UPPAAL [100], DEVS [20] and SCXML [114].

4.3.1 Finite automata, state diagrams and statecharts. The most widely used kind of automaton, notable for its simplicity and power, is the finite automaton, used (in applications to system modeling) through the closely related finite-state diagram. Such a diagram is a mathematical device defined by a finite set of states, each representing a possible configuration of a system or computation, the designation of some of the states as initial and some as final, and a finite set of transitions between states. Each transition models the effect of a given event in a certain state, by defining the resulting state or states. To model an entire system execution, the automaton starts in an initial state then processes events by following the corresponding transitions, until it reaches a final state.

Part of the attraction of finite-state diagrams is that they enjoy a natural representation as graphs, with nodes as states and transitions as edges, as illustrated in Fig. 6 which uses the most popular variant: the Statechart or “Harel chart” [47], particularly suitable for modeling parallel systems.

Assessing finite-state diagrams, particularly Statecharts, according to the criteria of section 3.3:

- **Scope**: there is no specific modeling of the environment, although events leading to transitions can come from the outside or the inside of the system.
- **Audience**: the notation, while graphical, assumes an understanding of the semantics.
- **Abstraction**: Statecharts are meant for specification, independently of implementation concerns, and are abstract due to the specific notation. Note that available tools provide an execution environment to animate state machines (for simulation rather than actual implementation).
- **Method**: the approach enforces a strong methodological discipline, based on modeling systems in the form of states and transitions.
- **Traceability**: the approach focuses on the expression of dynamic behavior requirements and offers no specific support for traceability.
- **Coverage**: Statecharts mainly address functional requirements.
- **Semantics**: the basic semantics of Statecharts comes from the theory of finite-state automata.

Fig. 6. A finite-state diagram for the LGS Door
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- **Tools**: many tools (e.g. Stateflow) rely on Statecharts principles, sometimes redefining some of its semantics.

- **Verifiability** is supported by the semantics implementation of the tools, using model-checking.

### 4.3.2 Problem Frames

Problem Frames is an approach to software requirements analysis developed by Michael Jackson [58] in the nineties. It has influenced a number of subsequent approaches by bringing to light the need to divide requirements into system and environment properties.

As defined by Jackson, a problem frame “defines the shape of a problem by capturing the characteristics and interconnections of the parts of the world it is concerned with, and the concerns and difficulties that are likely to arise.” The methodology supports decomposing requirements, treated as relationships between the system and the real world. Fig. 7 shows a problem diagram with a concrete *machine domain* (Computing Module), its corresponding *domain* (Landing Set) and the *requirement* that led to this domain. Computing Module is the software machine that controls the Landing Set domain to ensure the requirement. Dividing a software purpose into a set of manageable and well-documented pieces makes is easier to comprehend a complex problem and to reuse pieces of the decomposition with the benefit of their context (domain and requirement).

![Fig. 7. LGS Landing Set Problem Diagram](image)

Assessing Problem Frames according to the criteria of section 3.3:

- **Scope**: Problem Frames focuses on the modeling of the system in its environment, treating both aspects as equally important.

- **Audience**: the notation, while graphical and intuitive, requires understanding the methodology.

- **Abstraction**: this approach is for requirements mostly, not influenced by implementation concerns, and is very abstract due to its specific notation.

- **Method**: the approach applies Jackson’s methodology.

- **Traceability**: the approach focuses on the expression of dynamic behavior requirements and offers no specific support for traceability.

- **Coverage**: Problem Frames mainly address functional requirements.

- **Semantics**: While precise, the graphical notation has no formally defined semantics.

- **Tools**: no specific tools appear to be available.

- **Verifiability**: the approach is not designed for verification.

### 4.3.3 FSP/LTSA

“Process algebras”, which provide a formal basis for describing interactions between processes, have influenced several methods. The original algebras were Hoare’s CSP (Communicating Sequential Processes) [49] and Milner’s CCS (Communicating Sequential Processes, later extended to cover mobile agents in the π-calculus [79]). FSP [69] proceeds from both.

The basic unit of all process algebras is a concurrent process which can communicate with others through input and output ports. For requirements, communication can model interaction both within the system and with the environment. Specifications in this style can formally express such essential temporal properties as liveness, safety, progress and fairness, and use supporting tools to verify them.
For FSP the supporting tool is LTSA [69]. From an FSP model, LTSA generates a Labeled Transition System (LTS), suitable for automated analysis and animation. LTSA is *compositional*, meaning that it is possible to model the components of a system separately then, with process calculus mechanisms, their composition. In addition to helping the modeling process, LTSA’s compositionality benefits the verification process: one may verify safety and liveness properties by model-checking individual components then their composition.

FSP can take advantage of compositionality to model the LGS example as the parallel composition (expressed through the $||$ operator) of two distinct processes:

$$||\text{LGS} = (\text{LGS\_BEHAVIOR} || \text{CONTROL\_HANDLE})$$

**CONTROL\_HANDLE** specifies how the state of the handle may change, and **LGS\_BEHAVIOR** how the LGS reacts to these changes.

The history of a process’s execution, called a *trace*, is defined by a sequence of transitions each executed in response to a certain event from the *alphabet* of the process. Processes such as the above two interact through events in the intersection of their alphabets, such as “up” and “down”.

The concept of *fluent* serves to express that a process may be in a certain state which it can only leave through specific transitions. For example, specifying

fluent \text{HANDLE\_IS\_DOWN} = \langle\text{down}, \text{up}\rangle

fluent \text{HANDLE\_IS\_UP} = \langle\text{up}, \text{down}\rangle

specifies the notion of the handle staying up and down in *the handle has been pushed up and stays up*, from requirements R12bis and R22, and the dual property from R11bis and R21. Only the specified transitions can, in each case, set and unset the fluent.

Here are further fluents for LGS, some with more than one setting or resetting event:

fluent \text{DOOR\_IS\_CLOSING} = \langle\text{start\_closing}, \text{end\_closing, open}\rangle

fluent \text{DOOR\_IS\_CLOSED} = \langle\text{end\_closing}, \text{open}\rangle

fluent \text{GEAR\_IS\_EXTENDING} = \langle\text{start\_extension}, \text{end\_extension, start\_retraction}\rangle

fluent \text{GEAR\_IS\_EXTENDED} = \langle\text{end\_extension}, \text{start\_retraction}\rangle

fluent \text{GEAR\_IS\_RETRACTING} = \langle\text{start\_retraction}, \text{end\_retraction, start\_extension}\rangle

fluent \text{GEAR\_IS\_RETRACTED} = \langle\text{end\_retraction}, \text{start\_extension}\rangle

Some of the new events, such as start\_closing, do not immediately reflect an event expressed in the informal LGS specification, but are artifacts for expressing timing properties in the FPS framework.

LTSA also supports assertions to express properties of the system. In the LGS example:

assert R21 = [] ([] HANDLE\_IS\_DOWN -> [] ! GEAR\_IS\_RETRACTING)

assert R22 = [] ([] HANDLE\_IS\_UP -> [] ! GEAR\_IS\_EXTENDING)

assert R11bis = [] ([] HANDLE\_IS\_DOWN -> <> [] (GEAR\_IS\_EXTENDED & DOOR\_IS\_CLOSED))

assert R12bis = [] ([] HANDLE\_IS\_UP -> <> [] (GEAR\_IS\_RETRACTED & DOOR\_IS\_CLOSED))

with the following syntax for operators of boolean and temporal logic: $!$ is negation, $\&\&$ is conjunction, $\rightarrow$ is implication, $[]$ is “always” and $<>$ is “eventually”.

The specification as given so far would not verify because of FPS’s default assumption of equal priority of all applicable transitions, to ensure fairness. In R21, $[]$ HANDLE\_IS\_DOWN cannot hold because an “up” event will eventually invalidate this fluent; similarly for R11bis. To resolve such situations, LTSA provides the *lower priority* operator, written $\rangle\rangle$. We can use it to resolve the conflict in favor of “down” by lowering the priority of “up”, rewriting the definition of the system as

$$||\text{LGS} = (\text{LGS\_BEHAVIOR} || \text{CONTROL\_HANDLE}) \rangle\rangle \langle\text{up}\rangle.$$
and use the following auxiliary assertion to check the effect:

\[
\text{assert EVENTUALLY\_ALWAYS\_DOWN = <> \{\} HANDLE\_IS\_DOWN}
\]

Then R21 and R11bis will verify but not R22 and R12bis, for which we would need instead to
decrease the priority of "down" and assert EVENTUALLY\_ALWAYS\_UP. It is a characteristic of
LTSA that in such cases one cannot verify both sets of assertions under the same conditions.

Appendix A (in the addendum [16]) contains the complete FSP model for the LGS example. The
reader may input it "as is" into the LTSA analyzer.

Assessing LTSA according to the criteria of section 3.3:

- **Scope**: the approach can cover both system and environment aspects of requirements.
- **Audience**: the FSP notation is mathematically formal and requires the corresponding qualifi-
cation both from the specifiers and the readers.
- **Abstraction**: the FSP abstraction is only suitable for specifications and requirements modeling.
- **Method**: the approach does not assume a particular requirements engineering method.
- **Traceability**: the approach focuses on model-checking FSP specifications, so it offers no
specific support for traceability.
- **Coverage**: LTSA can specify and model-check liveness, safety, progress and fairness.
- **Semantics**: the FSP semantics is rigorously defined [69].
- **Tools**: the LTSA tool supports model-checking FSP specifications, execution of specifications,
and graphical simulation.
- **Verifiability**: LTSA supports verification of liveness, safety, progress, and fairness properties.

4.4 Other mathematical frameworks

Requirements can use mathematical theories other than graphs and automata, for example set theory,
the ultimate basis for approaches discussed below: Event-B (section 4.4.1), Alloy (4.4.2) and FORM-
L (4.4.3). Other important mathematics-based approaches include VDM (Vienna Development
Method), and Tabular Relations (4.4.A and 4.4.B in the addendum [16]) as well as TLA+ [61].

4.4.1 Event-B. Event-B [1] is a formal method for system-level modeling and analysis. Modeling
proceeds by specifying the system’s state in terms of sets and functions, and specifying state
transformation in terms of events. The mathematical basis is set theory complemented by refinement,
a mechanism for turning a description of a system at a certain level of detail into a new one that
remains consistent with it but includes more details. To ensure this consistency, refinements
must preserve the invariants from the original description, while possibly adding new ones. The
preservation of invariants must be proved mathematically, with the help of the supporting tools.

Event-B has been used in industrial projects requiring proofs of correctness, particularly in the
transportation and aerospace fields and in business management [107], and in combination with
other approaches such as Problem frames (section 4.3.2), in the automotive industry [42].

Fig. 8 shows an Event-B machine modeling part of the LGS.

The machine "sees" the LGS context model, meaning that it inherits ground elements: constants,
carrier sets and axioms governing them. Its three variables capture the state of the LGS. The
first three invariant assertions define the variables’ types in terms of the carrier sets. They are
axioms; in contrast, the next two, \(R21\) and \(R22\), marked theorem, are proof obligations, capturing
the eponymous LGS requirements. The *Initialisation* event assigns initial values to the variables.
A complete machine model of the LGS would contain more events defining the behavior of the
LGS controller.

Event-B does not natively support specification of temporal properties, which is why we could
not use it to capture requirements R11bis and R12bis.
MACHINE LGS_Machine
SEES LGS_Context
VARIABLES
  gear_status
  door_position
  handle_position
INVIANTS
  inv1: gear_status ∈ GearStatus
  inv2: door_position ∈ DoorPosition
  inv3: handle_position ∈ HandlePosition
  R21: (theorem) (handle_position = handle_down) ⇒ (gear_status ≠ gear_retracting)
  R22: (theorem) (handle_position = handle_up) ⇒ (gear_status ≠ gear_extending)
EVENTS
Initialisation
  begin
    act1: gear_status := gear_extended
    act2: door_position := door_closed
    act3: handle_position := handle_down
  end
END

Fig. 8. Fragment of the Event-B machine that models the LGS.

The Event-B refinement process incrementally add details or extensions to the model, requiring
a proof of preservation of the invariants by the instructions in the events. The Rodin platform [31]
partly automates the proof process, with the possibility of manually introducing custom proof
tactics when the tool cannot discharge a proof completely automatically.

Assessing Event-B according to the criteria of section 3.3:

• **Scope**: the approach makes it possible to model both a system and its environment.
• **Audience**: the notation requires familiarity with classical set theory; while the concepts are
  elementary, they exclude stakeholders who feel uncomfortable with mathematics.
• **Abstraction**: through successive refinement, the approach covers the full spectrum from very
  abstract and partial models to detailed final models ready for translation into an implementa-
  tion.
• **Method**: Event-B is a method based on successive refinements proved invariant-preserving. It
does not cover the entire process of requirements engineering (e.g. how to obtain requirements
from stakeholders), only refinement and proof.
• **Traceability** is not a particular focus, although it is possible to trace the identifiers used
throughout the refinement process.
• **Coverage**: Event-B has no particular mechanism for modeling non-functional requirements.
• **Semantics**: the behavioral semantics of Event-B refinement has been described in [110].
• **Tools**: tools, particularly in the Rodin environment [31] support refinement and proof.
• **Verifiability**: requirements expressed in Event-B are verifiable through the proof process
which accompanies refinement: the description at every step of the refinement must be proved
consistent with the description at the preceding, immediately higher level. The industrial
projects involving verification, mentioned above, applied this process.
4.4.2 Alloy. Alloy [57] is a declarative modeling language based on first-order logic for expressing
the behavior of software systems. Alloy is a subset of the Z set-theory-based specification language
[2], also the starting point for Event-B.

Alloy has spurred a significant research community and a number of applications. In [136], Zave
used Alloy to provide the first specification of correct initialization and operations of the Chord
ring-maintenance protocol [116], through a formal model which she proved to be correct.

In applying Alloy to the LGS example, we note that Alloy has no native mechanism for expressing
properties such as “handle remains in the DOWN position” in R21. Alloy, however, can specify state
transitions. Consider this rewrite of R21:

**R21** If the landing gear command handle is down, the gear is not retracting.

with “remains” changed to “is”. As an implication with a weaker antecedent, this new R21 is
stronger than the original. It can be expressed in Alloy:

\[
R21: \text{check} \{ \\
\text{all lgs, lgs': LGS | ((lgs.handle in Down) and (lgs'.handle in Down) and Main [lgs, lgs'])} \\
\text{implies (lgs'.gear not in Retracting)} \\
\} \text{for } 5
\]

where Main is a predicate that yields “true” if and only if lgs and lgs’ represent two consequent
states of the LGS. The number 5 is the size of the search space, serving as bound for Alloy’s use of
bounded model checking for verification.

The absence of temporal operators in Alloy similarly suggests rewriting R11bis as:

**R11bis** If the handle remains down, three transitions of the LGS will suffice to ensure that
the gear is extended and the door closed.

This form (where the italicized expression replaces “eventually”) can be expressed in Alloy:

\[
R11bis: \text{check} \{ \\
\text{all lgs1, lgs2, lgs3, lgs4 : LGS | ((lgs1.handle in Down and lgs2.handle in Down and lgs3.handle in Down and lgs4.handle in Down) and} \\
\text{Main [lgs1, lgs2] and Main [lgs2, lgs3] and Main [lgs3, lgs4])} \\
\text{implies (lgs4.gear in Extended and lgs4.do in Closed))} \\
\} \text{for } 5
\]

Three transitions involve four different states, which is why the assertion declares four variables of
type “LGS” under the universal quantifier.

Assessing Alloy according to the criteria of section 3.3:

- **Scope**: Alloy can only specify the target system.
- **Audience**: the Alloy notation is formal and requires the corresponding mathematical qualifi-
cation from both specifiers and readers.
- **Abstraction**: Alloy can specify both requirements and implementations.
- **Method**: Alloy does not assume or promote a particular requirements engineering method.
- **Traceability**: focused on specifications and their verification, Alloy does not cover traceability.
- **Coverage**: Alloy supports specifying and model-checking behavioral specifications, without
consideration of non-functional properties.
- **Semantics**: the Alloy semantics is rigorously defined in [57].
- **Tools**: the Alloy analyzer supports model-checking of Alloy specifications, execution of
specifications, and graphical simulation.
1. **Verifiability**: Alloy models can be analyzed for consistency with counterexample-guided model-checking, and for correctness of predicate-logic assertions with bounded model-checking.

We have specified and verified a complete Alloy LGS example: Appendix B in the addendum [16].

4.4.3 **FORM-L**. FORM-L [91] extends MODELICA [81], an object-oriented notation for modeling the behavior of physical systems. FORM-L results from the MODRIO project (MOdel DRiven physical systems Operation), which improved MODELICA by adding the modeling of assumptions on the environment. Fig. 9 shows an example FORM-L specification.

```plaintext
requirement r11 is
  after (lgsHandle becomes down)
    and (not failure)
    and not (allGearsDown and allDoorsClosed)
  within 15s
    check (allGearsDown and allDoorsClosed) becomes true
    or lgsHandle becomes up
    or failure becomes true;
```

**Fig. 9. Example of FORM-L requirement**

FORM-L addresses the early stage of system development, with a level of detail sufficient to support some early validation through model-checking using the Stimulus tool [115]. Thanks to its formal semantics the FORM-L requirements can be verified by model-checking.

Assessing FORM-L according to the criteria of section 3.3:

- **Scope**: the approach can cover both system and environment aspects.
- **Audience**: the FORM-L notation is formal and requires the corresponding mathematical qualification from both specifiers and readers.
- **Abstraction**: FORM-L can specify detailed design as well as goals and requirements.
- **Method**: the approach does not assume any particular requirements engineering method but the main definition steps focus on: Goals, Requirements, Specification, Design.
- **Traceability**: is among the goals but with no supporting mechanisms so far.
- **Coverage**: FORM-L covers both functional and non-functional properties.
- **Semantics**: the FORM-L notation is in the process of being formalized by providing a formal semantics to a kernel set of FORM-L concepts.
- **Tools**: only tools internal to EDF, the organization that developed FORM-L, support code generation and simulation.
- **Verifiability**: the approach supports simulation.

4.5 **Seamless, programming language based approaches**

The approaches reviewed so far focus on the requirements task, separately from others such as design and implementation. **Seamless** approaches emphasize instead its commonality with the rest of the software process and go so far as to use a programming language as a notation for requirements.

Two such approaches (each involving some of the authors of this survey) are the multirequirements method (section 4.5.1) and a refinement of it, Seamless Object-Oriented Requirements (4.5.2). They are assessed jointly in section 4.5.3.
Their common underlying idea is the “Single Model Principle” described by Paige and Ostroff [97] and going back to [73]. It postulates a fundamental unity in the software process, from requirements to design, implementation, validation and maintenance, and sees gaps between these tasks (“impedance mismatches”) as threats to quality; to avoid them, it advocates a seamless process with a consistent set of notations and tools throughout. Seamlessness is, in particular, a way to address change, making it possible, instead of having to modify several artifacts, to modify a single one expressed in a language that captures the common semantics [103].

4.5.1 Multirequirements. The multirequirements [75] method promotes the development of a requirements document as an interweaving of several descriptions, such as the following three:

- Natural language text.
- A graphical notation such as UML or similar.
- A formal version, expressed not in a special formal-specification notation but in a programming language with enough support for abstraction and semantics, such as Eiffel.

The three interwoven descriptions complement each other, each contributing its best traits: natural language for context and explanations; graphics for high-level views; and the formal variant for precision. The argument for using a programming language as formal notation is that programming languages are defined with a precise semantics; for requirements purposes, the approach ignores imperative constructs (assignment, control structures, variables, the notion of state) but retains the structuring constructs such as classes, genericity, information hiding and inheritance. The multirequirements method as developed so far uses Eiffel as the programming language, relying on its abstraction and modularization mechanisms and its facilities for expressing semantic properties through “Design by Contract” (DbC [73]) constructs: preconditions, postconditions, class invariants.

The following description of part of the landing gear system illustrates the approach.

(1) The state of the /LGS/ system is defined by the position of the handle in the cockpit and the current status of the gear itself:

```eiffel
class LGS
feature
  handle_position: HANDLE_POSITION
  gear_status: GEAR_STATUS
end
```

(2) Whenever the handle is in the down position, the gear should not be in the retraction state.

We label this requirement as R21:

```eiffel
class LGS
invariant
  r21: (handle_position = down) implies (gear_status ≠ retracting)
end
```

The extract includes elements of all three kinds: English text, class text in Eiffel, graphical diagrams (here automatically generated by EiffelStudio from the class text). Conventions support traceability...
between these complementary forms of description: an occurrence of /C/ in the English text (here /LGS/ in paragraph (1)) is a reference to a class of name C in the formal and graphical elements. The other way around, a tag in the formal text, such as r21: in the invariant, is a reference to a paragraph (not shown) of the text. To facilitate incremental construction of requirements, the notation “class+”, as in paragraph (2), indicates an addition to a class partially specified before, here class LGS, with the expectation that tools can provide the full description combining all these increments.

[90] presents a detailed application of multirequirements to a cyber-physical system example.

4.5.2 Seamless object-oriented requirements. The basic Design by Contract mechanisms (preconditions, postconditions, class invariants) cannot handle temporal logic properties such as R11bis and R12bis. The SOOR method [85] adds expressive power for capturing and verifying such properties, as well as support for environment properties and requirements reuse. It takes advantage of imperative features of the programming language to write specification drivers [88] which describe properties of several operations of a class and also serve as “parameterized unit tests” [124]. The corresponding auxiliary routines rely on pre- and postconditions to specify and verify behavior under different environment assumptions [88]; their loops rely on loop invariants and variants to specify and verify temporal and timing properties [89]; and the classes rely on object-oriented techniques of genericity and inheritance to support requirements reuse [86]. DbC elements make it possible to prove properties of requirements with the AutoProof verifier for Eiffel [125].

The SOOR representation of the R12bis requirement takes the following form:

```eiffel
class R12_BIS
Inherit
RESPONSE_GLOBAL [LGS, GEAR_EXTENDED_DOOR_CLOSED_OR_ELSE_HANDLE_DOWN, HANDLE_UP]
LGS_REQUIREMENT
end
```

The RESPONSE_GLOBAL class captures the following LTL pattern of the same name [30]:

\[
\Box (P \Rightarrow \Diamond S)
\]

RESPONSE_GLOBAL is a general reusable pattern, taking advantage of inheritance and the generic parameters to express that when the HANDLE is pulled UP, the GEAR will eventually be seen EXTENDED and the DOOR will be seen CLOSED; OR ELSE, we conclude that the HANDLE is pushed back DOWN. Reusing the “specification driver” of the general class avoids writing an LTL formula manually. The specification can be used for either testing or proofs, in the latter case through AutoProof, which will only accept it if classes (here LGS) have correct and strong enough contracts.

Approaches that ensure conformance of natural language requirements to predefined templates [9, 34] would facilitate application of the SOOR approach in practice.

4.5.3 Assessment. Assessing both the multirequirements and SOOR approaches according to the criteria of section 3.3:

- **Scope**: the approaches focus on system aspects. Environment properties could in principle be modeled in a similar way, but that aspect remains to be developed.
- **Audience**: the three-layer representation yields complementary specifications, readable by different stakeholders such as requirements analysts, software developers, testing engineers.
- **Abstraction**: the use of programming-language notation makes it possible to cover the full spectrum from the most abstract requirements to the most concrete aspects of implementation.
- **Method**: the approaches rest on a strong methodological basis, integrating the principles of object-oriented analysis [73].
• **Traceability:** the Eiffel Information System (EIS) tool supports traceability between multirequirements and implementations. The EiffelStudio IDE (development environment) supports traceability of all texts in the language, whether for requirements, design or implementation.

• **Coverage:** the approaches focus on functional requirements.

• **Semantics:** the semantics of multirequirements comes from the semantics of contracts in [74].

• **Tools:** EIS partially supports the multirequirements process; AutoProof supports SOOR.

• **Verifiability:** in the formal layer, requirements can be verified through tools such as AutoProof and AutoTest.

### 5 SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To draw conclusions from the present study, we first list its limitations (section 5.1), then present a summarized table of results (5.2) and explore conceptual questions raised by the analysis:

• Should the elicitation process start with an informal or semi-formal notation (section 5.3)?

• Is a seamless approach better or worse than mixing formal and semi-formal notations (5.4)?

• Are there other ways to combine formal and informal approaches (5.5)?

• What are the merits of natural language and graphical notations for requirements (5.6)?

• What is the current state of tool support for requirements engineering (5.7)?

• What is the current state of education in formal approaches to requirements (5.8)?

#### 5.1 Limitations

While we have striven to make this review comprehensive, the following decisions may affect the generality of its results:

• The choice of a running example, the Landing Gear System. An alternative would have been to include a multitude of small examples, each chosen to make the corresponding approach shine, whereas the LGS may be more suitable to some than to others. The case for a single example is clear: to permit a significant comparison of the approaches.

• The nature of that example, a reactive system. An alternative would have been an enterprise-style system (such as accounting and Web content management). The case for a reactive system is that such applications are among the hardest to build, so they are likely to test to their limits the advantages and deficiencies of the methods surveyed.

#### 5.2 A summary of the results

Table 2 presents the key conclusions in tabular form, ordered by category (from section 4), then alphabetically within each category. The caption explains the conventions.

Table 2 may serve as a “Swiss Army knife” for choosing the right method(s) for a given problem. No method has all the desired characteristics. The table reveals gaps in the different methods and may help researchers identify fruitful research projects to fill these gaps.

#### 5.3 Formal vs. informal notations for the elicitation process

A requirements document should be both precise and understandable. These objectives can conflict with each other. Among the approaches surveyed, formal methods favor precision at the possible risk of obscurity for non-experts; others, particularly natural-language-based and graphical, favor understandability, at the possible risk of renouncing precise semantics.

The issue of informality versus formality in the process of requirements engineering is not new. The author of [55] concludes that techniques providing a high degree of guidance and process description are critical to achieve successful results. Van Lamsweerde, in [126], concludes that higher-level abstractions for requirements specification and analysis are critical success factors.
Formal methods do have uses in industry, as attested by a number of significant success stories, but such cases remain a minority; most projects still rely on natural language. This survey may provide some insights on how they might benefit from formal ideas.

The usual argument against formal methods is that they are hard to understand. It has limits, however. Stakeholder comfort is a concern, but has to be matched against considerations of quality of the final system ("will the plane crash?"). Only a formal version can serve as a basis for a cohesive and unambiguous statement of client’s needs, solid enough in principle to serve as a legal contract.

This counter-argument (in favor of formal methods) has its own limits. The rigor and precision of formal methods is not an excuse for ignoring the need to understand what stakeholders want. Even a system that has been formally “proved correct” has only been proved to satisfy a given specification. However sophisticated the proof, if the specification does not reflect the stakeholders’ desires, the system is in fact incorrect for all practical purposes. This observation is not just theoretical: numerous studies, most spectacularly by Lutz about NASA software [68], point to system failures resulting not from a technical error but from a bad understanding of user needs.

Table 2. Assessment summary. Scope (system versus environment): either S (the approach can be only used to model the system) or B (the approach can be used to model both system and environment). Audience prerequisites: one of F (formal methods background), M (general mathematical knowledge), S (specific training required other than F and M), N (no particular background expected). Level of abstraction: one of L (low), H (high), B (both).
Any successful requirements method, formal or not, must provide ways to understand and record stakeholders’ intent. Unlike what a simplistic view might suggest, this process is not just a one-shot “requirements elicitation” phase but often, in practice, an iterative negotiation. Informal and graphical approaches have an advantage here since they are easy to explain to a broad range of stakeholders. To succeed on a large scale, formal methods and tools must provide similar mechanisms to interact with experts in the problem domain who are not experts in requirements. The discipline of requirements engineering traditionally recognizes (see textbooks such as [131] and [62]) the need for “requirements engineers”, also called “business analysts”, who help translate needs as expressed by stakeholders, particularly “domain experts”, into bona fide requirements. To be successful for requirements elicitation, any formal method must develop its own cadre of such mediators, who possess both expertise in the method and an ability to relate to ordinary project stakeholders. Proponents of formal methods often complain about the reluctance of stakeholders to use mathematical reasoning. Complaining does not lead anywhere and deflects from the formalists’ own responsibility: never to start a formal-method-based requirements process without the right investment in requirements engineers who will translate back and forth between formal and informal views.

The experience of the database community may provide guidance. In database design, the initial phase (before the switch to an implementation that often uses the relational model, another notation with a solid mathematical basis [22]), typically relies on a graphical semi-formal notation such as entity-relationship diagrams [21], possessing a precise semantics but intuitive enough for initial design and explainable to non-expert stakeholders. This experience shows that, with a proper process in place, there is no reason to fear systematic rejection of formal or semi-formal approaches.

5.4 Role of seamlessness in bridging the formal-informal gap

The dominant view in software engineering is that requirements and code are two fundamentally different products, to be handled through different methods, tools and languages. The drawback is the risk of divergence: software evolves, both on the requirements side and on the code side, and it is difficult to maintain consistency, as expressed by the concern for traceability.

An alternative approach, discussed in section 4.5, uses seamless development, relying on a single set of concepts and a single notation — a programming language — throughout.

The idea of using a programming language for requirements often triggers the reaction that programming languages are implementation-oriented and usually imperative, jeopardizing the necessary focus of requirements on “what” rather than “how” — the Abstraction criterion of section 3.3. Modern programming languages, however, are not just about implementation; they provide powerful structuring mechanisms such as the notions of module/package, class, inheritance, information hiding, interface and genericity, applicable to the modularization of requirements. Ordinary mathematical notation is not designed for the description of large systems. Seamless approaches tap into the structuring mechanisms of programming languages for these large-scale structuring needs.

Another goal of using a programming language is to narrow gaps (“impedance mismatches”) between requirements and other steps. If everything is in a single notation it is easier, according to advocates of seamlessness, to keep the various products (requirements, design, implementation) in sync, with benefits for traceability, debugging and maintenance. (“Single Model Principle”, 4.5.)

More work, in particular empirical, remains necessary to assess this thesis:

- Does seamlessness clarify requirements for stakeholders with widely different backgrounds?
- What are the concrete traceability benefits?
- How much does seamless development reduce documentation overhead?
• How much does seamlessness support requirements maintenance and reuse?
• In a seamless approach, do IDEs provide enough tool support, or do requirements still call for specific tools?
• How can the processes of requirements and implementation reinforce each other?

5.5 Other ways of combining formal and informal elements

In addition to the work on seamlessness and multirequirements, a number of authors have explored, in some cases through empirical studies, how to combine formal and informal elements. Golra et al. [43] — also using LGS as an example — present Model Federation, an approach for incremental co-development of informal requirements and formal specifications, with tool support for fine-grained traceability between the two sides. The results of their experiment suggest that the approach facilitates early validation and verification of requirements, and yields formal specifications that are consistent with these requirements and usable as the starting point for implementation and verification.

Rodrigues et al. [25] provide empirical evidence from industry that agile teams can have a positive perception of formal approaches to requirements. The participating teams found that the use of a formal approach — specifically, Z — yielded positive effects: streamlining the requirements specification process, and faster understanding of the requirements. These results belie the common perception that using formal methods in requirements involves a long learning phase: the team was able to apply the offered formal method after a one-hour training session.

Fraser et al. [37] emphasize the importance of round-trip requirements engineering between natural language based and formal notations, illustrating the argument through the combined use of the Structured Analysis natural-language-based approach and the formal VDM approach (section 4.4.A in the online addendum [16]). The article presents two approaches (manual and automated) to producing and subsequently refining VDM models from the Structured Analysis descriptions.

5.6 Respective merits of natural language and graphical notation

In the discussion of how to make requirements understandable and expressible by various kinds of stakeholders, formal-versus-informal is not the only relevant criterion. Another opposition is textual versus graphical notations. The two distinctions are in fact orthogonal, as all four combinations exist:

• Informal specifications can be expressed in (textual) natural language, but they can also be graphical, in part or in full.
• Formal specifications, often based on a textual mathematical notation, can also be expressed graphically. For example, the presentations of Petri nets typically use a graphical form.

While critics of formal requirements emphasize that stakeholders without a strong software or mathematical background can react negatively to formal texts, informal requirements are not necessarily the solution either: a long and verbose informal text can be just as off-putting.

In contrast, graphical notations can make complex structures readily understandable. They can express spatial relations in an intuitive manner, which text cannot. Among approaches covered in this survey, SysML, KAOS and i* are examples (of various degrees of formality) that strongly and effectively rely on graphical notations. Another example, from the database community, was cited above: entity-relationship diagrams.

Diagrams have clear advantages and limitations. A picture, it is said, is worth a thousand words. But it cannot carry the details of all these words. Graphical presentations are good at describing the overall scheme of a system — what, with a revealing choice of words, is called "the big picture". For example, we can express graphically that an airplane guidance system has a component to
control the trajectory and another to monitor it and raise alarms. Graphics is not, on the other hand, the best way to state the exact conditions (aircraft’s altitude and angle) that will trigger an alarm. It should also be noted that the graphical nature of a notation does not guarantee its wide accessibility: some graphical notations, such as wiring diagrams (in electronics) and rail plans, are intelligible to specialists only.

As with formal versus informal approaches, textual and graphical notations are best viewed as complementary techniques, outside of any dogma, each to be used when and where it is the best way of specifying a given requirement element. “Multirequirements” (4.5.1) combine all three kinds.

5.7 Current state of tool support for requirements engineering

Engineering the requirements of today’s complex and ambitious systems cannot be a purely manual process. Any realistic solution requires tool support. Modern requirements methods indeed come with tools, as cited in the previous sections. Graphical user interfaces, for example, are available in tools associated with methods ranging from the most informal to the fully formal, such as Reqtify [118] for DOORS (section 4.2.1), Objectiver [106] for KAOS (4.2.2), Enterprise Architect [119] for SysML (4.2.3), Overture [101] for VDM (4.4), AutoProof [125]) for multirequirements in Eiffel (4.5.1). Beyond user interfaces, however, what matters is how these tools help the requirements process. In particular:

- Which parts of requirements engineering do they facilitate?
- How do they help achieve the core goal, requirements quality?

A 2011 survey of 94 requirements tools [18] found that the emphasis was on modeling (42% of the tools) and requirements management (39%). This trend has continued. A commercial site listing the most widely used requirements tools [17] suggests that the principal functions of today’s tools are requirements elicitation, change tracking and traceability. Reqtify, for example, provides functionalities to trace requirements and link requirements to artifacts of various kinds. The tools for KAOS [106] and i* focus on requirements elicitation. In addition to elicitation, tools for SysML [119] and URML help organize requirements into models and hierarchies, and the refinement process. All such tools support the requirements process and its integration with the rest of the development cycle but do not support the processes of formalization and deductive reasoning.

Approaches based on seamlessness and the Single Model Principle (section 4.5) make it possible to rely on program-proving tools such as AutoProof to prove not only correctness properties of the future program (meaning its conformance to requirements) but also, at the requirements stage, consistency properties of the requirements themselves, independently of any future implementation. In addition to enabling proofs, such an approach may benefit from modern tools for automated testing, such as AutoTest [76], Pex [123] or AxiomMeister [122]. Whether proof- or test-oriented, these tools need contracts as a basis for formal verification.

We note here a contribution of seamless development to the general discussion of tools for requirements, including those following other approaches: for maximum effectiveness tools supporting requirements should support more than requirements. Consider the example of traceability. Some requirements tools have very good support for traceability between requirement elements. But traceability is also about tracing relations between requirements and other artifacts, particularly design, code and tests [15]. (Traceability here involves detecting the consequences of a requirements change on all such possibly affected artifacts, and the other way around.) A tool that focuses just on requirements will not address this critical need. The future, we believe, lies in integrated tools that capture, along with requirements, all other products of software engineering.

Open questions in the area of requirements tools include:
• Is there a general pattern for textual requirements, or does every domain area requires its own?
• Can tools help measure the quality of requirements?
• Should tools provide (in “multirequirements” style) different viewpoints tuned to each category of stakeholders?
• Can functioning code be generated automatically from formal requirements? Should it?

5.8 Current state of education in formal approaches to requirements
Interest in formal approaches to express requirements and, more generally, to design software has been progressively growing for the last few decades. Consequently, many educational institutions complemented their research effort with a pedagogical effort in software engineering curricula [66]. This synergy, combined with the increasing interest of industry in formal approaches, trained a generation of students capable of developing formal thinking since the early stages of their professional career, and bringing this attitude to their job environments. The literature on pedagogical aspects of formal methods is vast [28, 38], in particular on approaches to software engineering courses built on a strong mathematical basis [39]. Some articles document resistance to the deployment of such approaches and investigate the issue of motivation [96, 105].

The general-purpose requirements formalisms are not often used to teach requirements engineering. If SysML is used, it is mainly as part of the broader scope of education in model-based software engineering (MBSE) [93]. Other approaches such as KAOS and i* are essentially used at the requirements elicitation step [84], notably by students having no knowledge in formal methods [26], or to complement formal methods by domain-specific ones [56]. For example, a workshop series dedicated to i* teaching has been running since 2015 (iStar@CAiSE2015, iStar@ER2017).

Natural-language-based approaches avoid the difficulty of teaching a new formalism. Most requirements engineering courses likely start with natural-language requirements. Publications such as [46, 139] emphasize the difficulty of teaching requirements elicitation and propose solutions. The difficulties, however, are not really due to natural language per se, but to the challenge of achieving requirements qualities such as completeness and consistency; and the solutions — such as the practices recommended in [131] — are correspondingly techniques for writing good requirements, largely applicable regardless of the requirements approach and notation.

Graphs and automata are popular with students [8, 44]. While mathematical in nature, they are graphical and easy to understand and produce. This user-friendliness can lead to misunderstanding and errors because of the lack of clear execution semantics, as reported by well-known articles [24, 36, 129]. In this respect, recent advances in executable semantics and tool animation (as discussed in section 5.7 above) may hold promises for education.

[19] describes experiences in teaching formal methods, in particular JML [64] and Event-B (section 4.4.1). [63] presents the design and delivery of courses aiming at developing skills in model construction and analysis by use of notations such as VDM-SL and VDM++. They address the motivation problem by using examples from industrial projects and an industrial-strength tool set.

[5] reports on the teaching of concurrency theory and FSP/LTSA. Among all formalisms for concurrency, CSP has enjoyed widespread applications, both industrial and educational [108].

[120] presents a more interactive way of introducing formal specifications, relying on the design of an online tutorial to help students transition from Z to Alloy, the latter considered more practical thanks to the Alloy Analyzer.

Seamless, programming-language-based approaches to requirements are not yet widespread, so there is little empirical data available on their suitability for teaching. But a few observations are possible. Since Design by Contract (DbC) is the basis, the transition to a similar approach for requirements will be easy to explain to an audience which has been introduced to programming
using DbC; this is the case with both approaches mentioned in section 4.5: with the multirequire-
ments method, requirements take the form of contracted excerpts from the final program; with
SOOR, they take the form of contracted routines expressed in terms of the final program.

On education, a number of questions remain open:

- Are extensions to existing courses relying on DbC (Design by Contract) a suitable approach
to teach both programming and formal methods with an emphasis on quality?
- Should software engineering courses emphasize seamlessness?
- Why is there so little emphasis on requirements in regular Software Engineering curricula?
- How much should formal notations appear in introductory courses?

6 CONCLUSION: THE ROLE OF FORMAL METHODS IN REQUIREMENTS

What degree of formality is appropriate in stating requirements for software systems? To shed
light on that question, this survey has analyzed a wide range of techniques for expressing software
requirements, with a degree of formalism ranging over a broad scale: from completely informal (nat-
ural language), through partially formal (semi-formal, programming-language-based), to completely
mathematical (automata theory, other mathematical bases).

The question of formality has caused and continues to cause heated debates, almost as old as the
very recognition of requirements engineering as a significant component of software engineering.
In those discussions, the basic arguments for and against have not changed much over decades:
inevitably, proponents of formal methods will point to the imprecision of natural language; just
as inevitably, opponents will argue that formal texts are incomprehensible to many stakeholders.
There is truth in such statements on both sides, but they cannot end the discussion. The detailed
analysis and examples of this article should help reach better informed decisions.

As an example of the limits of classic but simplistic views, consider the “many stakeholders
will never be able to understand formal notations” argument. In reality, no one can require that all
stakeholders understand all details of requirements. There is no such rule in other engineering
endeavors; the marketing manager for a car company, perhaps the primary stakeholder since what
counts is how cars will sell, cannot understand all the engineering diagrams and technical decisions.
Even if we limit our focus to software, many aspects of any sophisticated software system will
remain impenetrable to some stakeholders: if the system’s scope extends across many technical
areas, as in the case of a banking system that touches on accounting, investment management,
currency handling, fraud detection, data security and international transfers, no single stakeholder
is an expert in all these disciplines.

One suspects that often the formal-is-hard argument is really formal-is-hard-for-my-developers.
People who, for example, promote semi-formal Design by Contract techniques regularly hear
such comments: this is too hard for our people, they would need retraining, or maybe they just
do not have the right mathematical education. Such objections are worth considering, but raise
questions: why do these concerns matter more than others such as verifiability of the requirements?
Comparing again with other areas of engineering, a building contractor is unlikely to use as an
excuse, if the circuits short, that he could not require his electricians to learn Watt’s law.

Beyond simplistic arguments, we need a balanced view assessing formality against relevant
criteria of quality. This is the focus of the present article: each of the reviewed approaches has been
evaluated according to a set of criteria introduced in section 3.3. These criteria, while not the only
possible ones, are intended to cover what is most important to the stakeholders of a system.

In light of that review, several observations serve as a counterweight to “formalism-is-hard”:

- Stakeholders who do not understand a formal description of a system still need to understand
many of its aspects (as the car marketer must understand what is new in the latest model).
The notion of view is useful here. Requirements for a system may have to rely on several views adapted to the needs of different stakeholders; examples include natural language, graphical, tabular views and of course a formal view, the appropriate one for stakeholders who need precision and must consequently be ready to deal with mathematical concepts. (Mathematics is not a torture imposed on innocent stakeholders; it is the only language with full precision and, as a consequence, the language of science.) From this perspective, a formal expression of the requirements does not compete with other variants, but complements and supports them.

- If requirements use multiple views, the question arises of how to guarantee that they are consistent; only a formally defined view has the rigor and precision needed to be usable as the basis to derive others. The multirequirements method (section 4.5.1) develops this idea further, proposing to write requirements in a combination of natural-language, graphical and formal notations, the formal one serving as the reference in case of ambiguity.
- For most practical uses, the level of mathematics actually required to understand formal descriptions, and even in many cases to write them is not particularly high. Many software engineers and other professionals have gone through science curricula in which they had to master challenging mathematical techniques, such as control theory and statistics. For most formal methods the underlying mathematics consists of basic set theory and basic logic in the form of propositional and predicate calculus. (Specifications of real-time systems may also use temporal logic, but it is a simple extension to logic and not hard to learn.) The difficulty is often apparent rather than real; a matter of attitude.
- Anyone working in software is used to highly formalized (although usually not mathematical) notations: programming languages, which leave no room for imprecision.
- Executable semantics for general techniques such as UML or SysML have enjoyed widespread use, showing that users will learn highly technical approaches when benefits are clear.

The last comment suggests a way to progress in the formal-versus-informal debate. Ideological discussions should yield to pragmatic considerations. Techniques will gain acceptance if they produce tangible benefits commensurate with the effort they require. Two crucial conditions are:

- Tools: even the most impressive method and elegant notation will not catch on without automated support. Good tools free programmers from mundane tasks, flag errors and inconsistencies, and scale up to large systems.
- Education: software engineering education often causes disconnects where it should emphasize synergy. Disconnect between requirements and subsequent tasks, particularly implementation. Disconnect between formal methods, often taught as a special advanced topic for theory-inclined students, and the practice of software engineering (section 5.4 discussed the arguments for a more seamless approach, which combines these tasks together).

Even these regrets about disconnects between courses rely on an optimistic assumption: that students take courses on requirements and courses in formal methods. It is in fact possible today to complete a computer science/informatics/software engineering curriculum without having had courses on both of these topics — or, in some cases, on either of them. Such curricula should be corrected: every software engineer needs to know about requirements engineering, the discipline of making sure that the implementation of systems meets the needs of their stakeholders and the constraints of the environment; every software engineer should know how to apply formal techniques when precision and guaranteed correctness are required; and every software engineer should know when and how requirements can benefit from formal methods.

Beyond their application to education, these observations describe the relationship between formal methods and requirements in software engineering. Formal methods are sometimes considered...
The role of formalism in system requirements is essential to the practice of software construction. For that practice, formal methods complement other requirements techniques rather than attempting to replace them. They can and should be a powerful help available to every requirements engineer or business analyst.

We hope that the present survey has demonstrated this potential contribution of formal methods to requirements. We also hope that it will contribute to expanding their role for the greater benefit of future software systems and the people who depend on them.
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